random.random()

This line of code gets the following error:

Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "<pyshell#1>", line 1, in <module>
    random.random()
NameError: name 'random' is not defined

Add a line of code to fix this error.

import random

Correct

Answer:

Feedback:
The answer is:
import random

What's the last line of the screen output of the following code?

```python
def f():
    print "f1"
    print "f2"

print f()
```

- f1
- f2
- A blank line
- None
What's the last screen output of the following codes:

```python
Q = 3

def QQ(Q):
    Q = Q + Q
    return Q

QQ(Q)
print Q
```

Options:
- @ 3
- @ 6
- @ None
- @ 33
- @ 66

Correct Answer: 3

What's the last statement that this program executes?

```python
def f():
    STATEMENT_1
    return STATEMENT_2
    STATEMENT_3
STATEMENT_4
f()
```

Options:
- @ STATEMENT_1
- @ STATEMENT_2
- @ STATEMENT_3
- @ STATEMENT_4

Correct Answer: STATEMENT_2
Consider four fruitful functions $\text{ff1}$, $\text{ff2}$, $\text{ff3}$, $\text{ff4}$ and we have the following code:

$$\text{ff1( ff2() / ( ff3( ff1(10) ) ) + ( ff4() + ff3(5) ) )}$$

What is the first function to be executed?

- $\text{ff1}$
- $\text{ff2}$
- $\text{ff3}$
- $\text{ff4}$

Correct Answer: $\text{ff2}$

Same setting in the last question,

$$\text{ff1( ff2() / ( ff3( ff1(10) ) ) + ( ff4() + ff3(5) ) )}$$

What is the second function to be executed?

- $\text{ff1}$
- $\text{ff2}$
- $\text{ff3}$
- $\text{ff4}$

Correct Answer: $\text{ff1}$

This is a question about our course syllabus. If a CSE 160 assignment is due on Friday at 11pm, what is the last day that it can be submitted for credit?

- Friday at 11pm
- Saturday at 11pm
- Sunday at 11pm
- Monday at 11pm
- the next Friday at 11pm
This is a question about our course syllabus. How many reading quizzes do you need to complete in order to get full credit for the "reading quizzes" part of your participation grade? What scores do you need to get on those quizzes?

- Nearly all of the quizzes with a score of 50% or higher on most
- Greater than 50% of the quizzes with a score of 50% or higher on each
- 50% of the quizzes with a score of 80% or higher on each
- 75% of the quizzes with a score of 90% or higher on each

Correct

Answer:
Nearly all of the quizzes with a score of 50% or higher on most

Feedback:
We expect that you will not complete *ALL* of the reading quizzes, but you should really try to do almost all of them. We don't care so much about the scores you get on the quiz, we just want to see a score better than random guessing. The real point is for the quizzes to help you check your understanding of the material. You should always go back and look at the quiz answers after quizzes have been graded and be sure you understand all questions.